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Health Experts Are Quitting the NIH and CDC in
Droves Because They’re Embarrassed by ‘Bad
Science’ – Including Vaccinating Children Under 5 to
‘Make Their Advice Palatable to the White House,’
Doctors Claim
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***

The  following  text  are  selections  from  an  incisive  report  by  London’s  Daily  Mail
which reveals the fraud and political complicity behind the Covid crisis which has literally
paralyzed the institutions of civil society in more than 190 countries, in the course of more
than two years.

The report focusses on how US government agencies led by Dr. Anthony Fauci, et al. were
instrumental  in  the closure of  schools  across  America.  This  action constitutes  a  crime
against humanity and a crime against our children.

This  article  by  the  Daily  Mail  confirms  what  the  independent  media  (including  Global
Research)  has  been  publishing  from  the  very  outset  of  this  crisis.

What  this  article  suggests  is  that  the  instruments  of  censorship  and  so-called  “fact
checking” are in crisis.

The truth is being revealed. Our thanks to the Daily Mail for having brought this report to our
attention.

Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research, July 19, 2022

 

To read the full text of the Daily Mail article, click here
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***

Two of  America’s  top  health  agencies  are  reportedly  hemorrhaging staff as  poor  decision-
making, described by staff as ‘bad science,’ has led to low morale.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) are both suffering staff shortages, according to Dr. Marty Makary, a top public-health
expert at Johns Hopkins University, writes at Common Sense, the Substack run by former
New York Times columnist, Bari Weiss.

Major decisions made by the agencies that hurt morale included support for masking in
schools, school closures during the pandemic and the authorization of COVID-19 vaccines
for children four and under.

Both agencies, along with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have been mired in
controversy throughout the pandemic for inconsistent messaging and for decision-making
that didn’t seem to line up with available science.

‘They have no leadership right now. Suddenly, there’s an enormous number of jobs
opening up at the highest level positions,’ an anonymous NIH scientist told Common
Sense.

Schools became a battleground of the COVID-19 pandemic in America.

When the virus stormed the world in 2020, many officials immediately shut things down –
schools, retail stores, entertainment venues, restaurants – out of a fear of the unknown.

Initial  data  showed  children  suffered  limited  risk  when  they  contracted  the  virus,  though,
and that it was mainly the elderly and severely immunocompromised that bore the virus’s
burden.

Despite the evidence, the CDC still recommended schools stay closed until the end of the
2019-2020 school year.

…

COVID tsar Dr. Anthony Fauci repeatedly warned that lifting mask mandates from children
was ‘risky,’ while simultaneously saying it was time to return back to normal. That was in
February.

On July 13, Fauci flip-flopped again, recommending that masks still be work in indoor public
gatherings while telling Americans they shouldn’t let the BA.5 COVID-19 variant ‘disrupt our
lives.’

Makary, however, warned masks may’ve harmed kids’ social and emotional development as
they couldn’t properly read human emotions or the facial expressions of covered faces.

The decision that seemed to raise the most commotion was the authorization of COVID-19
jabs for children aged six months to five years old.

CDC  Director  Rochelle  Walensky  signed  off  on  those  vaccines  in  June,  after  a  panel  of
advisors to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention voted 12 to 0 in favor of
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COVID-19 vaccines for children as young as six months on June 18.

…

‘The public has no idea how bad this data really is. It would not pass muster for any other
authorization,’ an FDA official said.

Amid the many controversies the agency was facing at the time, the CDC announced in April
that it  would reevaluate its structure and processes in the hopes of  developing better
processes to communicate with Americans.

It is unclear what changes, if any, were made as a result of the evaluation.

Click here to read the full article on Daily Mail Online.
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